FTSE INDUSTRY CLASSIFICATION BENCHMARK (ICB)
ATTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

1. Where ICB data is displayed

In all instances where ICB data is displayed the following notice shall be displayed with reasonable prominence and in reasonable proximity to the ICB data:

“Source: FTSE International Limited ("FTSE") © FTSE [year]. The Industry Classification Benchmark ("ICB") and all rights in it are owned by and vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. "FTSE®" is a trade mark of the London Stock Exchange Group companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under licence. Neither FTSE, nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the ICB. No further distribution of ICB is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.”

2. Attribution Guidelines

When referring to ICB for the first time, always use its full name "Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB)". The acronym "ICB" can be used in any subsequent references.

When describing ICB, the following text should be given: "Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB), a product of FTSE International Limited that is used under licence."